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Objective of the meeting  

•  In3act and our value proposition  & experience,   

•  Which priority areas of the Iranian Energy sector we could contribute to 
and how ,  
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In3act : Who we are ?  

!  A Group of Companies founded and managed by Ing. Guido D. Giacconi and Ing. Davide 
Roncaglioni ,  

!  In3act tackles very complex and tough business issues through innovative and hands-on 

approachs,  

!  In3act service line combines all the ingredients necessary to succeed - industry 

knowledge , strategic vision & management expertise , high level networking & deal making ,  

!  High business complexity calls for a highly interfunctional/integrated support ; in3act 
provides a broad range of services: 

•  Industry vision and restructuring/value extraction play definition,  

•  High level stakeholder networking & involvement,   

•  Strategy & BP definition, 

•  Fund raising  

•  Negotiation support  

•  Execution lead up to Interim/temporary management, 

•  Direct investments in innovative business initiatives 

!  In3act provides superior value to our Clients through: 

•  Senior-only consultants with proven track record, 

•  Hands on involvement of Senior Partners in the engagements,  

•  Right mix of consulting and managerial background/experience/approach,  

!  Commitment to value : skin in the game & economic draw also tied to milestones /

results. 
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In3act focus….  

Our Focus 

 

! Geographical focus: 

–  Italy /Europe, as our core market  

– China & Russia directly , where we can manage the language, the culture, the 
stakeholders,  

– CIS occasional/opportunistic (Kazachstan & Azerbajian )  

– Management of the US through an alliance , focussed on energy /oil & gas  

– Keen & possible focus on Iran, over the next several years,   

! Industry Focus  

– Wide array of industrial sectors with a key focus on O&G, Energy & Chemicals, 
Environment.  

– Distinctive experience also in Automotive,Rail , Aerospace, Manufacturing ,  
Consumer goods & Retail. 
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"

 

In3act offices 

In3act alliance 

# 

Focussed, although good, coverage of the global 
scale  

–  Up to 30 senior professionals spread between Italy & China , 

–  Small market facing presence in Russia at the moment , but with strong track record and scale 

up potential  

–  Other 20-25 senior professionals spread between Dallas, Houston, London and Singapore, 

##########
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A highlight of our industry experience  ….. 

Area Selected in3act engagements    

Upstream  •  Asset portfolio strategies and M&A of fields in production /development ,    
•  Crude valuation and marketing strategies,  
•  Logistic services to wells /platforms ships & heli ,  

•  ICT leverage for improved operations (mainly operations , maintanance , SCM) ,  

Midstream   •  Scout for gas distribution assets M&A,   
•  LNG terminals Strategy & M&A for EU strategic entrants ,  
•  Multiple engagements in LPG : LPG shipping, LPG feedstock evaluation & supply ,     

Refining   
 

•  Refining strategies (eg which investment in which refinery),  
•  Refineries valuation Crude selection /Refinery LP optimizations,   
•  Consumption & Losses reduction,    

•  Refinery optimization & planning,   
•  Supply region margin optimization  ,   

•  Downstream logistics debolttlenecking , upgrading & optimization,   

Fuel retailing  •  New retail stations for hypermarkets strategy & roll out ,   
•  Brand management /profiling,  

Engineering 
& 

Contracting  

•  Securing EPC contracts , supporting negotiations up to contractual stage , 

Water  •  Multiple work/vertical engagements  in water treatment and disposal /reuse in E&P , 
power, refining/petchem,   

•  Municipal water losses  benchmarking & reduction,  

•  Municipal water smart grid & advanced metering solutions , with ICT platforms,    
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A highlight of our industry experience (cont)  

Area Selected in3act engagements    

Chemicals •  Strategy studies , typically of vertical integration /localization,   
•  Multiple downstream strategy , acquisition & turnaround engagements in 

polymers : mainly ABS ,PVC , PMMA , HIPS ,SUN , PC etc ,   

Renewables  
 

•  Supply to EU of FV and Wind solutions from China,   
•  Off grid FV and biomass engineering & build up ,  
•  Selective direct investment in mini hydro Power plants,   

•  Scouting of EU projects for Chinese EPC developers,    

Power  •  Power plant environmental upgradings in developing countries,   
•  Smart grids ,  

District 
heating  

•  DH based China strategy for one of the biggest Italian Utility (design and ongoing 
assistance),  

Environment
al services  

•  Hands on knowledge of every advanced technology & solutions with an elective on 
industrial emissions & pollutions – from emission abatement to waste recyclying /
regeneration , to environmental clean ups. Depp expertise also in vertical industry 

specific issues (eg clean coal; oil sludge treatment; highly contaminated industrial 
sites incapsulation …),  

Russia  •  Mainly oil & gas & non ferrous mining,   

China  •  Environmental services related to oil & gas industry. Lubes & chemicals ,agro 
business , aerospace , health care ,   
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Strategy  Comment 

1.  Proscribe 
investments in 
the country’s oil 
and gas fields & 
infrastructure .  

•  Iran’s aged oil fields have witnessed steep declines in production rates, and stemming or 
reversing these trends reportedly would require at least $300 billion of investment over the 
next decade.  

•  Major firms have withdrawn or wound down their ties, meaning a net loss of potential 
investments in its energy sector estimated at roughly $60 billion. 

•  The withdrawal of Western firms have just been partially compensated by Asian and Eastern 
European companies, which also have largely shunned Iran’s energy  

•  International Energy Agency  predicts that even were sanctions lifted, Iran would not be in a 
position to recover its production rate of nearly four million barrels a day  before 2020  

2.Stymy Iran’s 
efforts to cultivate 
its vast natural gas 
potential. 

•  Despite holding the world’s second largest natural gas reserves, Iran ranks only 25th on the list 
of natural gas exporters. China had signed potentially lucrative agreements to develop Iran’s 
Azadegan and South Pars oil and gas fields, though it was reported in July that the China 
National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) had decided to pull out of the eleventh phase of South 
Pars. The $4.7 billion deal had been signed in 2009, with CNPC replacing Total. 

•  Southern Pars Gas field has remained undeveloped, its extracting capacity, which is outstripped 
by the rate at which Qatar is extracting gas, from the shared gas field. Not a single phase of 
this huge gas field has been developed to completion during the last decade.  

•  Once sanctions are lifted  Tehran will struggle on figuring out how and to whom to sell its gas, 
given its loss of the European market and the glut in the market. 

3.Cripple Iran’s 
ability to transport 
& sell its oil to 
foreign markets.  

•  The EU bar followed by the US of the provision of insurance for Iranian oil shipments, 
blacklisted the country’s transportation and shipping sectors and sanctioned its ship-building 
industry. 

•  Consequences of the insurance ban were far reaching, making shipments of Iranian oil highly 
risky. Key consumers, including South Korea and Japan, were forced to further reduce their 

imports. 
•  Largely in response, Iran’s oil exports dropped from an average of 2.5 million b/d in 2011 to 

under 1 million b/d in January 2013. 
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The impact of the three-pronged US & EU sanctions 
on Iranian oil & gas industry has been remarkable  
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Once sanctions are lifted major players will dash 
into Iranian Energy sector, seizing the biggest 
chuncks/projects ….. 

Constrained /committed leads : examples   

•  Reservoir modelling and remediation,   
•  Field production ramp up, 

•  OFSE logistics,   
•  New refineries & chemical plants,   

•  LNG terminals,   
•  Major plant /infrastructure revampings ,  

•  Harbours & export facilities,   

•  …….. 
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In3act can add value in areas where it’s not 
easy to find “off the shelf” solutions …. 
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•  Fill the investment & know how voids 
left open by multinationationals /big 
players along the whole oil, gas, 
chemical & power value chain, 

•  Tailor made high end project specific 
solutions in green energy, 
environment & water,   

•  Foster technology access , alliances 
JVs,  

  

•  Help extracting the maximum value 
from energy exports, 

•  Configure & implement  asset 
acquisition strategy growing the 
value chain into the energy & 
chemical dowstreams and more 
generally into high value adding 
segments,  

Value-in  Value-out  
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Possible in3act contributions per step of the 
industrial chain – for discussion  

Area  Value-in  Value-out 

Upstream  •  After years of discounting to support sales reapproaching 
the markets and extracting full value from oil won’t be 
easy : In3act can help select and approach refining 
outlets and trading houses,  

•  In Italy there’s a whole lot of upstream service providers , 
grown under Eni wing – now in difficulty under Med area 
depletion,Eni more intl footprint & North African unrest : 
In3act can help buy out / JV or contract these 
players, addressing projects and economy 
priorities ,  

Midstream   Italy has been one of the first countries to embrace 
gas , Eni/Snam has been at the leading edge in 

importing gas from Algeria Russia and North Sea. 

Under the famously strict safety parameters of 

Snam a whole industry developed , spanning from 
pipelines to pipelines management & protection to 

gas turbines and power plants . In3act can bring 

into Iran  cherry –picked gas contractors 

(single or in consortium ) for EPC works, 

revampings , automation , safety , 

maintenance … 

•  The Italian gas distribution is on the verge of a 
discontinuity that will drastically reduce the number of 
players, ushering in economies of scale that will drive 
down costs. Steady state 20-50 max players are expected 
vis a vis a current 200+. A few major multiutilities will 
drive consolidation, but also regional players will extend 
their reach incorporating nearby smaller distributions. In 
order to drive consolidation process the Utilities need 
capita and there’s an investment opportunity for a major 
Midstream players: In3act can help Iran to timely 
participate into this investment opportunity – eg: 
identify the right investment targets, manage the touch 
base at the highest managerial levels at the top  Utilities 
that will drive change, kick off and manage the 
negotiations, prepare a favourable investment 
environment . In3act can also pilot Iran into es  LNG 
offshore gas terminals equity stake opportunities,  
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Possible in3act contributions per step of the 
industrial chain – for discussion (cont)   

Area  Value-in  Value-out 

Refining   
 

•  Given the widespread need of refinery upgradings 
and their high capex , deep thinking should be put 

on the matter : In3act can help identifying the 
best investment strategies and how to 

structure the bid for performance/yield  

pressure & max return.  
•  The refining sector in Italy is very strong & with a 

long standing tradition :In3act can bring into 
Iran  cherry –picked contractors (single or in 

consortium ) for EPC works, revampings , 

automation , safety , maintenance …..  
•  Operations management often make a difference 

between a loss and profit: In3act can help 
Iranian refineries to max throughput & 

margins , optimize yields , reduce 

C&L ,optimize blending pools …. 
•  Upgrading fuels for maximum performance and 

environmental  compliance has been an ongoing 
effort in Italy in the last decades : beyond EU std 

fuel techs In3act can bring to Iran Italian fuel 

peculiar solutions (eg LPG , CNG – the 
strongest in EU) high quality fuels (green 

diesel) low particulate emulsions …. 

•  Under a scenario of EU depressed margins and 
closures Iran can build a forward looking 

downstream integration : In3act can help 
select target refining outlets with whom 

discuss crude/feedstock supply -per 

equity deals , supporting the negotiation. 
We can target individual refineries , 

swaps (eg – divestments to Iran of 
refinery stakes in exchange for upstream 

grants in Iran) and equity investors with 

whom to team up in the acquisition. We 
can extend this scout to Med/NWE , SE 

Asia , Africa and Americas,  
•  In Italy there’s a whole lot of refineries service 

providers (engineering , maintance , 

automation , HSE protection …) grown under 
Eni wing – now in difficulty under 

restructurings: In3act can help buy out or 
JV /contract these players addressing 

projects and economy priorities ,  
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Possible in3act contributions per step of the 
industrial chain – for discussion (cont)   

Area  Value-in  Value-out 

Oil Logistics  •  While major terminals and logistics will probably be 
upper handed by biggest contractors , smaller EPC 
works on tanks , pipes, automation can see tailor-
made solutions and better cost /value trade offs 
through smaller, expert providers:In3act can 
select and support best of breeds SME capable 
of living up to the Iranian oil logistics 
challenge,   

•  There will be a major challenge in defining the 
logistics upgrading plan(eg- quickly in operations , 
at minimum capex, leveraging/upgrading the 
existing facility as much as possible) :In3act can 
help identifying the best risk /volume /capex 
investment trade offs  for optimized master 
plans for the country /supply areas/
segments….  

•  In3act can help buy out or JV /contract any 
oil logistics player & service/competence,  

Fuel retailing  In3act can help in : 
•  standardizing the formats/technologies ( for 

higher economies of scales) , striking frame 
agreements with OEMs and so on .  

•  Leveraging LPG and CNG /LNG whole supply 
chain solutions , leveraging Italian distinctive know 
how,  

•  Accessing environmental remediation/
upgradings techs , as needed,    

•  In3act can help buy out whole chains of 
existing retail sites in the Med /Eu , if 
desired,  
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Possible in3act contributions per step of the 
industrial chain – for discussion (cont)   

Area  Value-in  Value-out 

E&C  •  In Italy there’s a whole lot of EPC SME now in difficulty 
under investment curtailment in Europe/lack of access 
to foreign markets : In3act can help buy out or 
JV /contract these players accessing know how 
& track record leveregable back in Iran 

 Water  •  Italian SMEs are experts in tailor made problem 
solving of difficult pollutions and waste water 
recycling . While multinationals offer off the shelf 
“take-it-or-leave-it” standardized solutions Italian 
SMEs fill the gap solving the impossible . Water is 
a priority for Iran and recycing imprerative . 
In3act has worked many years on all issues 
of waste water tratments and can select and 
present and support the right player for each 
problem   

Chemicals  •  There’s a whole industry in Eu under pressure due to 
sharp decrease ind emand vs 2008 peaks and high 
polymer/feedstock costs:  In3act can present and 
introduce multiple acquisition targets under a 
forward looking dowstream integration and 
value growth play strategy  such as the Sabic 
one,  

Power 
generation  
 

•  Italy has a very efficient and lowest emissions 
power base , with a lot of know how in gas 
beyond thermal .In3act can bring to Iran EPC 
contractors ,combustion optimization 
solutions , pollution control service providers 
…. 

•  In3act can guide Iran into whole pieces of state 
of the art gas fired EU plants idled by renewable 
penetration to disassembled and rebuilt into Iran 
for fast and economic power additions. 
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Possible in3act contributions per step of the 
industrial chain – for discussion (cont)   

Area  Value-in  Value-out 

Energy 
conservation  
  

•  Iran is one of the most energy-intensive countries of the world, with per capita energy consumption 15 
times that of Japan and 10 times that of European Union. Energy intensity is also  three times higher 
than global average and 2.5 times the middle eastern average. As a resource poor country Italy is at the 
highest efficiency levels in the world and In3act can pool together and bring to Iran or make Iran 
invest into the best solution providers to revert any energy audit/tackle any drastic step up in 
enco performance. 

Renewables  •  Demographic trends and intensified industrialization have caused electric power demand to grow by 8 
percent per year. The government’s goals going fwd  call for bringing on line new gas-fired plants 
financed by independent power producers, including those with foreign investment backing, and by 
adding hydroelectric and nuclear power generating capacity. Iran is also experimenting with electricity 
generation from MSW Winb solar Tidal waves …In3act can involve GSE in Iran .GSE is a big state 
owned italian company that has supervised an accelerated FV , wind and biomass exploitation in 
Italy .Currently we have about 50 GW of renewable power installed here in Italy (in 2008 half).This 
massive development has displaced other energy sources , imposed major investments in smart grids 
and storage , new rules to feed into the grid connect/disconnect and so on - GSE with Terna has been at 
the center of the process .Upon completion of the Italian program now GSE offers this expertise to 
foreign markets and they are working with us in China for this purpose .In3act & GSE can consult 
Iran on how to shape and manage at best the effort of growing non oil & gas based power gen 
and can be an entry gate to the many , highly skilled Italian SMEs that has substantailly 
contributed the Italian program (and can now transfer this experience abroad).  

•  On wind & solar & biomass In3act can involve and selectivly finance off grid and on grid 
solutions .For large implementations In3act can bring into the picture also preferential supply & 
financing link ups with major chinese FV & Wind OEMs,  
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In a nutshell In3act can support Iran over a 
wide perimeter of industries & issues  

•  Oil & gas chemical & power value chain,with very strong capabilities in 
particular in  

–  Crude marketing 

–  Refining and Oil logistics  

–  Gas and LPG value chain  

–  Power generation through Renewables  

–  Environmental services  

•  We can bring to Iran smaller but best of breed industrial partners , 
coordinating them on Iranian needs and assembling the right contributions 
into articulated projects ,  

•  We can present  Italian best of breed companies to  Iranian equity 
investors that can then be leveraged at home on Iranian growth,   
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